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1 Overview
To perform functions such as tunnel encapsulation and decapsulation, VRS is usually installed
as an agent on the Hypervisor. Because the VMware Hypervisor (ESXi) is a proprietary product,
instead of installing an agent on it, the Distributed Cloud Networking (DCN) solution runs the
VRS-VM as a VM on each Hypervisor. VRS-VM is an Ubuntu Linux instance with the VRS agent
installed on it, along with a special extension for the VRS-VM. The extension connects to the
VMware API to notify DCN when a guest VM comes up on that Hypervisor. There is also an
additional agent on the VRS-VM that is connected to the ESXi Hypervisor and to vCenter using
the APIs provided by VMware.
Beginning with DCN 3.2.R2, the VRS-VM can be configured as an Agent fully managed by
vCenter. This integration is part of the vSphere Solution Manager, a standard API published by
VMware. The advantage of using the vSphere Solution Manager is that the VRS-VM is monitored
and managed by vCenter and therefore is not treated as a normal VM, but as an integral part of
the core services that run on every ESXi Hypervisor on specific clusters. Themanual deployment
model still remains available as an option; however, we strongly recommend using the vSphere
Solution Manager because it is more reliable and supplies certain operational improvements.
Manual deployment can be used for small deployments or in combination with another level of
orchestration that can manage operational agents.
The Deployment toolbox was also introduced in DCN 3.2.R2; it facilitates the deployment of the
VRS-VM across a whole cluster by managing all the associated parameters in a central database.
HPE supports the following modes of operation:

• VLAN Override Mode, also called the classic (default) mode, where metadata is specified
at the VM level only.

• Shared Port Group Mode, which is the same as the VLAN Override mode except that it
permits use of a less expensive VMware license and enhances performance. Using this
mode comes at the price of less flexibility on the assignment of vPorts in specific Subnets
with specific policies. This mode is recommended if all of the vPorts in a Port-Group must
receive the exact same policy.

• Metadata Mode <vCenter-UG-05-metadata.html>, also called the Port Group Metadata
mode, where metadata can be specified:

◦ At the VM level.

◦ At the port group level.

◦ At both the VM and the port group levels (The most specific metadata applies in this
case).

• CMS Split Activation Mode, which is for OpenStack and CloudStack, and is documented in
those guides.
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2 VLAN override mode
This chapter includes the following topics:
“Network connectivity” (page 5)
“VRS-VM logic” (page 7)
“Workflow” (page 7)
VLAN override mode is the default. In this mode, a private tunnel is built between your VM VNICs
and the VRS-VM using the VLAN-override API on vCenter. All the network traffic coming out of
your VNICs is always bridged over the VRS-VM. In VLAN override mode, the policy for all network
packets is fully controlled and all features are available.

Network connectivity
The VRS VM comes with a built-in default configuration of three interfaces; Figure 1 (page 5)
shows how the UI displays these interfaces.

Figure 1 VM default configuration
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The interfaces are:

• Network Adapter 1Management interface reserved for service management for connecting
to the VRSVM and performing system tasks such as monitoring, logging, and the like.

• Network Adapter 2 Access interface; a non-encapsulated interface for incoming traffic from
the other ESXi VMs.

• Network Adapter 3 Network interface for outgoing encapsulated traffic. This is an optional
interface used if direct VRS-to-VRS communication takes place on a different plane.

NOTE: The recommended configuration is the default configuration.

All the interfaces of the VRS-VM are connected to a vSphere virtual switch. vSphere provides
two types of virtual switches, Standard (or Simple) and Distributed (DVS). The current version
of the VRS-VM requires the DVS type for connectivity between the guest VMs and the VRS-VM.
The network and management interfaces require L3 connectivity. The access interface must be
connected to a DVS on a port group configured in promiscuous mode.
The DVS behaves like a managed switch with multiple VLANs. It is comprised of several port
groups, all connected to the same port on a physical managed switch. Each port group has
associated properties, the most important are the override VLAN and the promiscuous mode.
When a port is in promiscuous mode, it receives all the VLAN-encapsulated traffic—with the
VLAN header—from all the other VLAN port groups; see Figure 2 (page 6).

Figure 2 VM configuration logical view
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VRS-VM logic
The access port is plugged into a port group such as OVSPG in Figure 2 (page 6) with
promiscuous mode enabled so as to receive all the traffic from all the other VLAN port groups.
All the VMs managed by DCN must be plugged into a VLAN-enabled port group such as PG in
Figure 2 (page 6). The traffic from all the other VLAN port groups is then received on the
promiscuous mode-enabled port group (OVSPG) by the VRS-VM. The VRS-VM
encapsulates/decapsulates the traffic and sends/receives the encapsulated traffic from the
network interface.
By registering with the API, the VRS-VM receives a callback whenever a new VM is started in
vCenter on an ESXi Hypervisor. The Agent uses metadata added to the VM profile to determine
which VSD networking parameters to apply to a VM VNIC (see Metadata). The Agent can push
a specific VLAN for each VNIC of the VMs on the VLAN port group. (These VLANs used to locally
connect your VMs to the VRS VMare are internal VLANs without global significance.) The Agent
that chooses a specific VLAN instantiates a VLAN-tagged interface on the access interface of
the VRS VM. Because the port group is configured in promiscuous mode, the traffic from all the
VLANs of all VMs is received on the access interface.
DCN ensures that the traffic flows between different VNICs from different VMs or even from the
same VM are isolated from each other. Because this product uses a vSphere Distributed Switch
that is used only locally within that Hypervisor, the DCN Agent ensures that the VLAN is used
only once across the whole port group. Each VNIC attaching to the OVSPG port group gets a
unique VLAN ID, which ensures that there is no cross-traffic between different VNICs.
In Release 3.2, the Agent (the VRS-VM) was rewritten using a Java-based SDK, thus enhancing
performance and accelerating response times to callback events.

Workflow

User tasks
1. Specify the network abstractions on the VSD.
2. Add a new VM in vCenter.
3. Connect the interfaces of the new VM.
4. From the vCenter plugin tab, specify the metadata on the VM to indicate which of the network

abstractions specified in Step 1 are to be used.
5. Start the VM.

Under the hood
1. The Agent on the VRS-VM on the Hypervisor where the VM is instantiated receives a callback

from the vCenter APL.
2. Based on the metadata that was entered, the Agent determines which network abstraction

each VNIC should reside on.
3. The Agent pushes to the VMware API a specific VLAN for the use of each VNIC.
4. The Agent adds a sub-interface for the same VLAN on its access interface.
5. The VRS-VM receives the traffic of all the VNICs of the VM on the added access sub-interface.
6. That user traffic is encapsulated/decapsulated and sent over the network interface.
7. When the VM is stopped, the Agent notifies the control plane and management plane and

removes the VLANs used by the stopped VM’s VNICs.
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3 Shared port group mode
This chapter includes the following topics:
“Overview” (page 8)
“Network connectivity” (page 8)
“VRS-VM logic” (page 9)
“Workflow” (page 9)
“Restrictions” (page 9)

Overview
This VMware-integrated mode of operation (introduced in DCN 3.0) leverages the underlying
virtual switch provided by VMware (Simple vSwitch or Distributed vSwitch). The shared port
group mode uses the network and connectivity paradigms defined by VMware so that VNICs on
the same port group are able to communicate with each other without going over the VRS-VM.
Traffic leaving the port group does, however, go over the VRS-VM and is directed and policed
accordingly.
This shared port group mode introduces the following advantages:

• Performance—connectivity on the same port group is not bottlenecked on the VRS-VM.

• VMware Primitives—shared port group mode permits the use of a Simple vSwitch whose
license is less expensive than the license for the Distributed vSwitch.

• Limited integration with vCenter—since there is no need for VLAN-override in this mode of
operation, there is no need for vCenter connectivity. Stricter security rules can therefore be
applied.

NOTE: The VRS-VM can police only the traffic that goes through it. Therefore, all the VNICs
on the same port group must have the same policy. Exercise caution when using the shared port
group mode, verify that all the VNICs on that port group actually do have the same policy. The
VSD ensures that any new VNIC is accepted on the port group only if the new VNIC policy exactly
matches that of the VNICs already on the port group.

Network connectivity
In shared port group mode, the VRS-VM is deployed in much the same way as in the default
port group override mode. The difference is that the access port (Network Adapter2) is connected
to the underlying vSwitch for leverage.
The connectivity for the VRS-VM is the following:

• Network Adapter 1Same as default VLANOverrideMode. Management interface reserved
for service management for connecting to the VRS-VM and performing system tasks such
as monitoring, logging, and the like.

• Network Adapter 2 This VNIC must be connected to a vSwitch port group configured in
trunk and promiscuous modes to receive all the traffic from every VLAN configured on other
port groups on the same vSwitch. The port group must be connected to the same vSwitch
as all the other user VM port groups. This port group may belong to a distributed vSwitch or
to a Simple vSwitch.

• Network Adapter 3 Same as default VLANOverride Mode. Optional network interface used
for dataplane traffic.
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VRS-VM logic
The shared port group mode logic that enables VMs to be located on port groups is the same
logic as that of the networking guidelines propagated by VMware.
The VMs that are both governed by the same policy and permitted to communicate freely with
each other are united on a single port group.
The VRS-VM plugs into each port group using its trunk mode and promiscuous VNIC. Only user
network packets leaving the port group are policed and encapsulated. To enforce this during VM
activation, the VSD ensures that a new VNIC is accepted on the port group only if the new VNIC
policy exactly matches that of the VNICs already on the port group.

Workflow
The workflow for the shared port group mode is similar to that for the default port group override
mode. Metadata provisioning is done in exactly the same way.

User tasks
1. Specify the network abstractions on the VSD.
2. Add a new VM in vCenter.
3. Connect the interfaces of the new VM to the appropriate port group.
4. From the vCenter plugin tab, specify the metadata on that VM to indicate which of the network

abstractions specified in Step 1 are to be used.
5. Start the VM.

Under the hood
1. The agent on the VRS-VM on the Hypervisor on which the VM is instantiated receives a

callback from the vCenter API. The VRS-VM does not override the VLAN for the user VNIC,
unlike with the default port group override mode, which calls for the agent on the VRS-VM
to determine which network abstraction each VNIC should reside on based on the metadata.

2. The agent adds a sub-interface for the same VLAN on its access interface, making sure that
it gets VLAN access to the port group on which the new VNIC started. If the VNIC is the first
VNIC to start on that port group, the VLAN must be added on the VRS-VM appliance.

3. For every VNIC added on the port group, the VSD performs a check that ensures the same
policy is pushed down.

4. The VRS-VM will then serve the additional IP addresses over DHCP (the MAC address is
used for differentiation).

5. The VRS-VM receives the traffic of all the VM’s VNICs on the added access sub-interface.
6. That user traffic is encapsulated/decapsulated and sent over the network interface.
7. When the VM is stopped, the agent notifies the control plane and management plane and

removes the VLANs used by the stopped VM’s VNICs.
8. When the last VNIC is removed from the port group, the access port removes that port group

VLAN from the access VNIC.

Restrictions
Since user VNICs share the same port group on the vSwitch, there is no way for the VRS-VM
to police traffic between VNICs in the same port group.
The following features cannot, therefore, be used with shared port group mode:

• QoS and traffic shaping/classification at the VPort level

• PBR and traffic redirection inside the port group subnet
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• ACLs inside the same port group subnet

• Stats
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4 Metadata
This chapter includes the following topics:
“Under the hood” (page 11)
“Port group metadata” (page 12)
VMware extends the information associated with entities by using metadata. DCN vCenter can
apply metadata at the following levels:

• VPort

• Port group

• Both VPort and port group
The option of applying metadata at the port group level enables you to avoid having to specify
metadata for individual VMs. Metadata applied at the port group level is inherited by all the VMs
associated with the specified port group. DCN vCenter provides a plugin in order to facilitate the
configuration of metadata. That plugin is integrated into the Desktop Client for VMWare. The
plugin is installed as part of the vCenter Integration Node as described in the HPE Distributed
Cloud Networking Install Guide 3.2R4.

Under the hood
The VRS-VM receives a callback from the VMware API when a VM is started. The VRS-VM
checks the metadata associated with the VM. If there is relevant metadata, the VRS-VM then
passes it to the VSD through the VSC and gets back the networking parameters required to
connect the VM to the associated service domain.

Table 1 Metadata

PurposeLayer 2Layer 3

Domain

To specify an organizationnuage.enterprisenuage.enterprise

To specify a usernuage.usernuage.user

To specify a domainnuage.nic<number>nuage.nic<number>

To specify a zonenuage.nic<number>.zone

To specify a networknuage.nic<number>.network

To specify a subnetnuage.nic<number>.networktypenuage.nic<number>.networktype

To attach to a specific Policy Group.
can be specified either on Domain or
VM level, but not both.

nuage.nic<number>.policy-groupnuage.nic<number>.policy-group

VM

To request a static IP address.
Requested IPmust be within the range
of the specified subnet and available.

nuage.nic<number>.ipnuage.nic<number>.ip

To attach to a specific Policy Group.
Can be specified either on Domain or
VM level, but not both.

nuage.nic<number>.policy-groupnuage.nic<number>.policy-group

For advanced forwarding or mirroring
to attach a VPort to a redirection target.

nuage.nic<number>.redirection-targetnuage.nic<number>.redirection-target

Figure 3 (page 12) shows the configuration parameters.
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Figure 3 Configuration parameters

Port group metadata
In order to enable the port group metadata mode, in vApp properties, set the port group metadata
flag to Yes. You can specify metadata at the following levels:

• Port group

• VM

• Port group plus VM: If the VM has all the metadata, the VM takes precedence

• Port group plus VM: aggregate

Port group metadata

• nuage.enterprise=organization1

• nuage.user=bob

• nuage.domain=domain1

• nuage.zone=zone1 nuage

• network=network1

• nuage.networktype=ipv4

VM metadata
nuage.ip=10.0.0.3 nuage.policy-group=policy-group1

NOTE: Domain-level metadata must be specified at port group level.

The Metadata plugin for the vSphere Desktop Client facilitates configuring the metadata. This
Metadata plugin connects to the VSD to retrieve all the network abstraction that the logged-in
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user can access. In the VM view, the metadata plugin displays on the Nuage tab the menus for
all the overlay configuration; the options presented are pulled directly from the VSD. Details
regarding the metadata plugin installation are provided in the HPE Distributed Cloud Networking
Install Guide 3.2R4.

Specifying enterprise and user parameters
For each VM, specify the organization parameters and user parameters. Since a VM may get
multiple VNICs, the VNIC-specific parameters must be specified. For example, in those
parameters, you must supply the actual number of the NIC, starting from 0 (nic0, nic1, and so
on). An example is shown in the figure in the Metadata section captioned Specify Domain-Level
Metadata at Port Group Level. You can specify the same domain-level metadata at port group
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5 DCN deployment and configuration on vSphere
To use vCenter and ESXi, one VRS-VM must be installed and configured on each ESXi
Hypervisor, and one DVSmust be installed across all the Hypervisors. Hewlett Packard Enterprise
recommends that Nuage be used on a cluster level. This means that a whole cluster should be
configured to use Nuage (VMs on that cluster will be put on the overlay).
There are two ways to install the VRS-VM on every Hypervisor on a cluster:

• Manual installation and deployment of the VRS-VM on each Hypervisor - Deploy the VRS-VM
as an OVF directly on each Hypervisor in the cluster.

• Sphere Solution - The VRS-VM is treated as an agent and automatically deployed on each
node in the cluster.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that the vSphere Solution be used.
The installation procedure for the Integration Node, which is used to provide the vSphere solution,
the vSphere Solution, and the manual installation methods are described in detail in the HPE
Distributed Cloud Networking Install Guide 3.2.R4. The configuration for the vSphere Solution
is described in the next chapter.
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6 vSphere solution
This chapter includes the following topics:
“Agent integration with vSphere solution manager” (page 15)
“vCenter deployment toolbox” (page 15)
“Architecture of vSphere solution” (page 15)
“vSphere solution installation requirements” (page 16)
The vSphere Solution is a new set of features introduced in version 3.2.

Agent integration with vSphere solution manager
With the Agent integration, the VRS-VM now becomes fully integrated with the ESXi Hypervisor.
The VRSVM is a VM, but is also managed as an Agent. This means that ESXi assigns a special
status to the VRS-VM as an Agent that increases the capabilities of the Hypervisor. As such, the
VRS-VM is tightly coupled with the ESXi Hypervisor:

• The VRS-VM is always the first VM to boot on the Hypervisor (Because it is needed to
provide Network capabilities to the other User VM that are on overlay).

• The VRS-VM is always be the last VM to be shutdown on the Hypervisor in case the
Hypervisor goes in maintenance mode or is shutdown. This is needed to continue to provide
Network connectivity to the VM on the Overlay up to the last moment.

• The VRS-VM is never moved across Hypervisors, even if DRS is enabled on the whole
cluster.

• The VRS-VM is tightly monitored and in case it is deleted or shutdown from the Hypervisor,
a new instance is spawned to replace the old one and provide Network connectivity to all
the VMs on that node.

• All the VRS-VM are part of an agency that allows monitoring of the status of all the Agent
VRS-VMs together across a single cluster. The status of the whole cluster can be seen at
once as part of that agency.

vCenter deployment toolbox
The vCenter Deployment toolbox makes it easy to configure all the vApp properties that have to
be configured on all the VRS-VM. It behaves like a central database for all those parameters.
When the VRS-VM is booting, it connects to the Deployment toolbox to download its set of vApp
properties. The vCenter deployment toolbox allows you to build a specific hierarchy logic across
VMWare vCenter constructs such as “Data Center”, “Clusters,” and so on. The vCenter
Deployment provides an API and a UI for the configuration of those parameters. As such, it is
easy to push all the vApp properties in a programmatic way. The vCenter Deployment toolbox
cannot be used without using the Agent integration from the vSphere Solution manager.

Metadata plugin
The metadata plugin allows you to easily attach the metadata information on the VMs. The
Metadata plugin is made to be used with the Desktop VMWare Client and adds a special Nuage
tab on the VM view.

Architecture of vSphere solution
The vSphere Solution introduces a new node called the vCenter integration node. The vCenter
integration node supports all the functions related to our VMWare integration. The vSphere
Solution components are shown in Figure 4 (page 16).
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Figure 4 vSphere Solution components

When using the vSphere Solution to deploy your agent VRS-VM, a template VRS-VM (in OVF
format) needs to be hosted on an HTTP location. The vSphere Solution clones that Template
VRS-VM on all the ESXi Hypervisor part of the Clusters. When the Agent VRS-VM Boots, it
requests a DHCP Address out of its management vNIC. A Bootstrap DHCP Server needs to be
available for the VRS-VM. The VRS-VM then requests all its vApp Properties to the Deployment
toolbox (using that DHCPBootstrap IP). Once the final parameters received, the VRSVM redeploys
itself with those final vApp parameters.
All this workflow is fully automated.
The pure installation of the vSphere Solution is covered in the install guide The configuration of
the vSphere solution together with all the components is explained in the next chapter.

vSphere solution installation requirements
Next to the provided vCenter integration node, you must make sure that a DHCP Server (for
VRS-VM bootstrap) and an HTTP server (for VRS-VM Template storage) are available.
Configuration of those nodes is out of scope for this documentation.
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7 vSphere solution — configuration and usage in the
deployment toolbox

This chapter includes the following topics:
“Deployment toolbox user guide” (page 17)
“Topology configuration” (page 17)
“VRS-VM template configuration” (page 18)
“Default profile configuration” (page 18)
“Specific profile override” (page 19)

Deployment toolbox user guide
The vSphere Solution provides a Deployment toolbox, which is both an API and a UI. Only
CSPRoot can log in and connect to the vCenter Deployment toolbox. The UI and API endpoint
are separate from the Core VSD UI and API endpoint. The default endpoint is https://
<VSD_IP>:8443/vcenter/.

Topology configuration
The first step is to provide the VMWare topology configuration to the Deployment toolbox. This
includes the following objects:

• Every ESXi Hypervisor in the clusters

• Clusters in data centers

• Data centers inside vCenters
The vCenter configuration requires the following:

• vCenter credential

• vCenter endpoint

• VRS-VM template location (see “VRS-VM template configuration” (page 18)).

NOTE: Each vCenter Integration node can support only one vCenter. Basically, there is
a one-to-one mapping between the vCenter Integration node and the vCenter.

The data center and cluster configurations require matching the names of the vCenter configuration
objects on vCenter. The ESXi Hypervisor inside the cluster is identified based on its IP. The
credential is also needed for the Agent script (to get the callback when a VM is booting).
Figure 5 (page 18) shows the addition of a vCenter object.
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Figure 5 Adding a vCenter object in the Deployment Toolbox

VRS-VM template configuration
Part of the configuration required when adding a new vCenter in the Deployment toolbox is the
location of the VRSVM template, which is configured on the vCenter level. It is used for all the
enabled Hypervisors on that particular vCenter. It must be available over an HTTP server, and
needs to allow connection from vCenter and from the enabled Hypervisors.

Default profile configuration
The vCenter Deployment toolbox offers the option of setting up a default vApp profile for all the
VRS-VM Agents. This is used for all your default parameters that mostly remain the same across
all your agents. Make sure that the personality field on the Deployment Toolbox is set to VRS.
The configuration on the default profile comprises all the vApps except the ones that are obviously
different for each VRS-VM agent (such as the IP address). Figure 6 (page 18) shows the default
profile configuration.

Figure 6 Default profile configuration
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Specific profile override
Every level of the topology can be overridden to provide different parameters at a more granular
level. If a parameter is configured on the level of the default profile, on the cluster level, and also
on the ESXi level, then only the ESXi-level parameter is used. If the properties are configured
at the higher level, then they are copied to the lower level, if not configured at that level (see
Figure 7 (page 19)).

Figure 7 Specific profile configuration

Generic split activation or require metadata mode
There are two, mutually exclusive modes of deployment for vCenters, Data Centers, Clusters,
and Hypervisors which can be set under the General heading in the column to the far right:
• Generic split-activation—uses the object’s UUID (tag).

To allow VM resolution where metadata cannot be attached and a VM is not provisioned
from a CMS, click theGeneric Split Activation checkbox. EnablingGeneric Split Activation
hides the Required Metadata parameters.

• Require metadata—uses the object’s metadata.
To provide the required metadata for the selected object, click the Required Metadata
checkbox. Fields for the metadata parameters are shown and you must enter the metadata
manually.
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Figure 8 Generic Split Activation or Require Metadata modes (checkbox)
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8 vSphere solution — configuration and usage in vCenter
This chapter includes the following topics:
“Adding the cluster to the agency” (page 21)
“Enabling the agent settings on each Hypervisor” (page 22)

Adding the cluster to the agency
After adding the vCenter topology to the Deployment toolbox, configure the cluster on vCenter
for Agent use.

NOTE: Make sure that the cluster and Hypervisor profiles are properly configured on the
Deployment toolbox before adding the cluster to the Agency. Agent VM settings should be
configured before the Agent VMs can be deployed on any Hypervisor. The Agent VM settings
can be configured by navigating to the Hypervisor on the vCenter > Configuration > Agent VM
Settings.

Do this using the web client as follows:
1. Log in to the vSphere web client, which is at https://<vcenter IP>:9443/

vsphere-client.
2. From the Home tab, navigate to vCenter Solutions Manager as in Figure 9 (page 21).

Figure 9 Find vCenter solutions manager

3. Click the vCenter Solutions Manager to see a list of extensions, including VRS Agent
Manager, as shown in Figure 10 (page 22).
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Figure 10 vCenter server extensions

4. Click the VRS Agent Manager and navigate to the Solutions tab, as shown in the
Figure 11 (page 22).
If a warning citing a certificate issue appears instead of the Solutions tab, navigate to
https://<vcenter_IP>:8443/EamPlugin-1.6.0/, confirm the security exception,
and add the certificate. A message indicating that EAM is up and running appears,
and you can continue with the next step.

Figure 11 Solutions tab

5. On the left hand side, select the cluster managed from the list of all the clusters present in
vCenter. Add the cluster to the right hand side and click Update Configuration so that the
Agent VM is deployed on that cluster.

6. (Optional) To remove the cluster, select the cluster and click Remove and then Update
Configuration.

Enabling the agent settings on each Hypervisor
Every VM that needs to be configured with the VRS-VM Agent must be configured with some
bootstraping generic Agent settings. To configure this, navigate to the Web Client. Select the
Hypervisor in the Cluster and go to Manage > Settings > Agent VM Settings > edit.
On that level, the Datastore and Bootstrap Network have to be configured. The Bootstrap Network
is the one on which the VRS-VM is going to issue a DHCP Request and issue a request to the
vCenter integration node to receive all its parameters.
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The configuration on the vSphere Web Client is shown in Figure 12 (page 23).

Figure 12 Configuration of the Agent parameter on the Hypervisor
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9 Troubleshooting the vCenter integration mode
This chapter contains a troubleshooting procedure for any issues after the installation and
configuration of the vCenter Integration Node and the VRS Agent VMs.
1. After creating the vCenter entity on the vCenter Integration node UI, there should be a VRS

Agent Manager agency registered with the vCenter. You can view the agency as mentioned
in the vSphere Solution - configuration and usage in vCenter section of this guide. If the
Agency is not registered or present, you can troubleshoot as follows:
• Check whether all the vCenter credentials (username/password) and configuration (IP

and port) are proper.
• Check whether the vCenter Integration node can reach the vCenter. A simple ping or

ssh login into the vCenter from the Integration node should be sufficient.
• Check whether the ovf URL is accessible from the vCenter Integration node. This can

be verified by doing wget <ovf URL>. If this is successful, it means the integration
node can reach the ovf URL for deploying the Agent VMs. If this is not successful,
there is a error logged in /opt/vsd/jboss/standalone/eam.log stating something
about InvalidOvfURL.

• If none of the above are causing the issue, verify that service vsd status shows that all
VSD services including Jboss are running properly.

2. If the metadata plugin is deployed on the vCenter Integration node but does not show up
on the vCenter thick client, then there might be a configuration issue. The metadata plugin
logs can be found in /opt/vsd/jboss/standalone/metadata.log. Verify that all
IP/credentials are correct.

3. On the VRS Agent Manager, the Solutions tab might show a certificate error in some
browsers. To resolve that, login to http://<vCenter Integration node IP>:8443/
EamPlugin-1.6.0.

4. The related objects tab on the VRS Agent Manager on the vCenter shows the Agent VMs
that are currently deployed and their status as per the Agency.

5. To check whether a Agent VM received all parameters successfully or not, log in to the VRS
VM and view the /var/log/openvswitch/setupip.py.log file, which logs all the
configuration parameters and displays any error faced while configuring the parameters.

6. In some cases, the Agent VMmight be deployed but it might not be configured with its profile
parameters from the Deployment toolbox (GUI for the vCenter Integration node):
• This might happen if there is a mismatch or typo between the IP address provided on

the Deployment toolbox and the IP address of the Hypervisor, since that is the sole
identifier used by the Agent VM script to fetch the profile from the vCenter Integration
node. If that is the case, you can view the logs at /var/log/openvswitch/
setupip.py.log and then you can edit the IP on the profile and then reset that
particular Agent VM. This triggers the script to fetch the profile again and reconfigure
all the properties.

• If there is no mismatch in the IP address of the Hypervisor and the VRS VM is unable
to fetch the profile, then the Agent VM might be unable to reach the vCenter Integration
node to fetch the profile. Verify that the IP that was allocated to the Agent VM using
DHCP can ping/reach the vCenter Integration mode.

• Verify that all the portgroup names provided in the vCenter Integration node perfectly
match the names configured in the vCenter. If the Agent VM script is unable to find a
portgroup, it fails and thus will be unable to configure the Agent VM with the properties.

7. If you have powered Off or deleted the Agent VM, the Agency redeploys or powers On the
Agent VM in 5 minutes. The current timer to resolve all issues is set to 5 minutes, resulting
in this behavior. This can also be used to test that the Agency is working properly.
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8. To remove the EAM extension and remove all Agent VMs from all clusters, you must remove
all the profiles from the vCenter Integration toolbox and then delete the vCenter object.

NOTE: This is a destructive operation and results in the deletion of all Agent VMs from
all clusters residing on the particular vCenter. Proceed with caution.

9. To verify that the Agent VM has been successfully configured and is functioning properly, a
few quick checks can be done as follows:
• If you issue the command ss on the Agent VM, then the last connection should be an

https connection to the Hypervisor showing that the Java esxMonit process is able
to establish a connection with the Hypervisor.

• You can also check the /var/log/openvswitch/jeventsprocess.log file to see
if esxMonit is facing some issue while starting.

• If you issue the ovs-vsctl show command on the Agent VM, it should show that it
is able to establish the OpenFlow session with the VSC.

10. It is necessary that the vSphere ESX Agent Manager should be up and running. VRS Agent
Manager authenticates with the vSphere ESX Agent Manager and, if it is not able to do so,
the VRS Agent Manager is not registered and you will not be able to deploy the VRS Agent
VMs. To find out whether you are facing this issue:
• See the vSphere Solution - configuration and usage in vCenter section of this guide

and follow the instructions to see the list of vCenter extensions, as shown in
Figure 10 (page 22). The vSphere ESX Agent Manager should already be present in
the list of extensions.

• Click the vSphere ESX Agent Manager and navigate to the manage tab. If, while
opening the manage tab you see some error, for example, Error: The session
is not authenticated. You do not hold privilege “System > Read”
on folder um:vmomi:Folder:group-d1:null, the ESXAgent Manager is not running
and VRS Agent Manager is not deployed.

• vSphere ESX Agent Manager is installed as a part of vCenter installation. So, either
you can try to bring up the vSphere ESX Agent manager or install a fresh vCenter, if
possible.

• Once the vSphere ESX Agent Manager is up and running (no error is seen on the
manage tab), the VRS Agent Manager should be registered and you should be able to
go ahead with the deployment.
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10 Support and other resources
Contacting HPE

For additional information or assistance, contact HPE Networking Support:
www.hpe.com/networking/support
Before contacting HPE, collect the following information:

• Product model names and numbers

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product serial numbers

• Error messages

• Operating system type and revision level

• Detailed questions

HPE security policy
A Security Bulletin is the first published notification of security vulnerabilities and is the only
communication vehicle for security vulnerabilities.

• Fixes for security vulnerabilities are not documented in manuals, release notes, or other
forms of product documentation.

• A Security Bulletin is released when all vulnerable products still in support life have publicly
available images that contain the fix for the security vulnerability.

To find security bulletins:
1. Go to the HPE Support Center website at www.hpe.com/go/hpsc.
2. Enter your product name or number and click Go.
3. Select your product from the list of results.
4. Click the Top issues & solutions tab.
5. Click the Advisories, bulletins & notices link.
To initiate a subscription to receive future HPE Security Bulletin alerts via email, sign up at:
www4.hpe.com/signup_alerts

Related information
Documents

To find related documents, see the HPE Support Center website:
www/hpe.com/support/manuals

• Enter your product name or number and click Go. If necessary, select your product from the
resulting list.

• For a complete list of acronyms and their definitions, see HPE FlexNetwork Technology
Acronyms.

Related documents
The following documents provide related information:

• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking 3.2.R4 Release Notes

• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking User Guide 3.2R4

• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking Install Guide 3.2.R4
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Websites
• Official HPE Home page: www.hpe.com
• HPE Networking: www.hpe.com/go/networking
• HPE product manuals: www.hpe.com/support/manuals
• HPE download drivers and software: www.hpe.com/support/downloads
• HPE software depot: www.software.hpe.com
• HPE education services: www.hpe.com/learn
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11 Documentation feedback
HPE is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us improve the
documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback
(docsfeedback@hpe.com). Include the document title and part number, version number, or the
URL when submitting your feedback.
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